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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Overview of Research
Cyclogenesis along the East Coast of the United States (hereafter EC) is not an
uncommon event during the winter months, with an average of six cyclones per winter
season (Roebber 1984). Bomb cyclogenesis, the rapid deepening of a cyclone, is a much
rarer occurrence, often resulting in major disruption of daily activities, economic losses,
and beach erosion. The human impact of bomb cyclogenesis along the EC is exacerbated
by the large population centers in the affected region, possibly affecting over 50 million
people, nearly 16 percent of the total U.S. population, by a single storm (Kocin and
Uccellini 2004). The combination of heavy snows and high winds brought by rapid
cyclogenesis halt daily activities, as travel is made impossible. As a result, businesses,
airports, higher education facilities, public education facilities, and local government
must be shut down, resulting in substantial economic losses. High ocean waves
associated with bomb cyclogenesis further economic losses by halting ocean navigation
(Sander and Gyakum 1980). Two billion dollars of damage was reported by the National
Weather Service as a result of the March 1993 “Storm of the Century” (Kocin et al.,
1995). The “Storm of the Century” also caused coastal flooding damage of one billion
dollars in Cuba according to the United Nations (Kocin et al., 1995). These human
impacts demonstrate the need to better predict these events.
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The goal of the research is to determine the synoptic-scale physical differences
between EC track (Mercer and Richman 2007) bomb cyclogenesis and ordinary
cyclogenesis. To ascertain these differences, synoptic composites of bomb and ordinary
EC cyclogenesis are formulated using a combination of a principal component analysis
(hereafter known as PCA) (Richman 1986) and a K-means cluster analysis (Wilks 2006),
and composite variables from these maps are compared using a permutation test (Efron
and Tibshirani 1993). The capability to better differentiate bomb and ordinary
cyclogenesis will provide a means to predict bomb cyclogenesis, lessening the human
impacts described above.
Literature Review
Review of Bomb Cyclogenesis
Bomb cyclogenesis is defined by Sanders and Gyakum (1980) as a cyclone in
which the central pressure drops 24 hPa in 24 hours at 60° N, one Bergeron. The
Bergeron value was calculated using (Sanders and Gyakum 1980):
Bergeron value = 24((sinΦ)(sin60))/(P24 – P0)

(1)

where Φ is the latitude during rapid intensification and where P24 – P0 is the pressure
change from the initial time (P0) to 24 hours after the initial time (P24). The Bergeron
value of a cyclone is calculated to determine the strength of a cyclone at a particular
latitude. Sanders and Gyakum (1980) completed a comprehensive climatological study
on bomb cyclogenesis in the Northwestern Atlantic Ocean and the Northern Pacific
Ocean. Sanders and Gyakum (1980) found the months of January and February had the
highest frequency of bomb cyclones throughout the year, with the highest spatial
frequency of bomb cyclones near the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio Current. They also noted
2

that the Atlantic Ocean had twice as many intense bomb cyclones of two Bergerons or
greater when compared to the Pacific Ocean (Sanders and Gyakum 1980). An updated
climatological study on bomb cyclogenesis (Roebber, 1984) found the annual (Fig. 1) and
explosive (Fig. 2) cyclogenesis locations, determining that strong bomb cyclogenesis is
primarily found in the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 2).

Figure 1

Annual Cyclogenesis

Notes: Annual locations of cyclogenesis from 1976 to 1982 by Roebber (1984).
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Figure 2

Annual Explosive Cyclogenesis

Notes: Annual location of explosive cyclogenesis from 1976 to 1982 from
Roebber (1984).
Since the climatological studies by Sanders and Gyakum (1980) and Roebber
(1984), there have been numerous studies on the relationship between mobile troughs and
bomb cyclogenesis. Sanders (1986) completed a study on 500-hPa vorticity centers and
mean location of surface cyclogenesis using composites maps, which displayed the
location of the 500-hPa vorticity maxima and surface cyclones, to differentiate between
weak, moderate, and strong bomb cyclones. He found that vorticity advection increases
over a surface low when a 500-hPa mobile trough and associated vorticity maximum
initiate surface low pressure. Sanders (1987) noted the relationship between 500-hPa
vorticity intensity and velocity of 500-hPa vorticity maxima and bomb cyclogenesis,
concluding that 68% of bomb cyclogenesis scenarios occur when the product of the
forward velocity of the vorticity maximum and the vorticity magnitude was greater than
1.3 x 107 m s(-1).
4

Lackmann et al. (1996) approached the bomb cyclogenesis problem differently,
comparing composites created by averaging the planetary features and synoptic
precursors of explosive cyclogenesis on the East Coast to climatological fields, which
were weighted according to the number of cyclones that occurred during each month.
Lackmann et al. (1996) analyzed anomalous 500-hPa geopotential heights of ridges and
troughs, 72 hours before cyclogenesis through 72 hours after cyclogenesis. The
prominent planetary-scale features (i.e. Fig. 3) they identified included an anomalous
ridge over the West Coast of the United States and a North Pacific trough, as well as the
explosively cyclogenetic synoptic-scale trough over the East Coast. Their composites of
the average of the synoptic precursors showed that explosive cyclogenesis is associated
with a third mobile synoptic-scale trough crossing the East Coast during the 72-hour
period before explosive cyclogenesis, suggesting that the previous mobile synoptic-scale
troughs set the stage for explosive cyclogenesis. Non-explosive cyclones did not have
precursor mobile synoptic-scale troughs propagating through the longwave pattern, but
only one mobile cyclogenetic synoptic-scale trough. As a result, they noted that
planetary-scale features associated with non-explosive cyclogenesis did not amplify to
the degree of the features associated with explosive cyclogenesis (Lackmann et al. 1996).
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Figure 3

Explosive Cyclogenesis 500 hPa Height Anomalies

Notes: 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies at 3 dam intervals during explosive
cyclogenesis, T0. X3 signifies the base of the third trough to reach the East Coast. The
first trough (X1) is not displayed on the anomaly map. Dashed lines are negative
anomalies. Solid lines are positive anomalies. Shading coincides with 95% and 99%
confidence intervals of two-sided Students t-test (Lackmann et al. 1996).
Ordinary and bomb cyclogenesis have been differentiated through 1000-500 hPa
anomaly composites, which were created by computing the difference between the
average 1000-500 hPa thickness of the cyclones selected (the composites) and the
climatological value (e.g. Sanders and Davis 1988; Gyakum and Danielson 2000).
Sanders and Davis (1988) completed a study on the differentiation of strong and weak
bomb cyclones by 1000-500 hPa thickness anomalies through composites. Gyakum and
Danielson (2000) differentiated ordinary and bomb cyclogenesis in the Northern Pacific
by composite 1000-500 hPa thickness composite. Sanders and Davis (1988) found strong
cases of cyclogenesis to have a cold pool anomaly over western Canada five days before
explosive cyclogenesis began along the East Coast (i.e. Fig. 4). Gyakum and Danielson
(2000) found a similar cold pool anomaly over eastern China several days before
6

explosive cyclogenesis with a colder than average airmass just north of the cyclogenetic
region before explosive cyclogenesis. It was proposed by Gyakum and Danielson (2000)
that the colder airmass to the north of cyclogenesis increased the gradient over the region
allowing for explosive cyclogenesis.

Figure 4

1000-500-hPa Thickness Anomalies

Notes: 1000-500 hPa thickness anomalies four days before strong case explosive
cyclogenesis. Dashed lines are negative anomalies (Sanders and Davis 1988).
MacDonald and Reiter (1987) analyzed the differences in explosive and nonexplosive cyclogenesis by considering the vorticity tendency equation, geopotential
thickness, and the modified divergence equation from mean composites of explosive and
non-explosive cyclones. They found that bomb cyclones had a greater increase of
horizontal vorticity advection from the surface to 200 hPa of 6 x 10-2 s-2, while the nonexplosive cyclone only had an increase of horizontal vorticity advection from the surface
to 200 hPa of 2.5 x 10-9 s-2 (1987). The explosive cyclones also had a greater value of
divergence at 5 x 10-5 s-1, while the non-explosive cyclones had a divergence value of 2 x
10-5 s-1 (1987). Horizontal vorticity advection and divergence was stronger throughout the
7

troposphere and displayed a larger change with height in the explosive cyclone
composites than the ordinary cyclone composites.
Diabatic processes have also been considered important for bomb cyclogenesis
(e.g. Tracton 1973, MacDonald and Reiter 1987, Nuss and Anthes 1987, others). Tracton
(1973) was one of the first studies to consider the relationship between cumulus
convection and the initial development of a bomb cyclone, noting that initial cumulus
convection in the warm sector of the cyclone aided in initiating deepening. MacDonald
and Reiter (1987) found that bomb cyclones have higher rates of moisture at all levels in
the southeast portion of the cyclone and thus more latent heat release in the southeast
portion of the cyclone, and hypothesized that latent heat release is an important indicator
of bomb cyclogenesis, a result that agrees with Tracton (1973). Nuss and Anthes (1987)
found that diabatic processes amplify upper-level processes resulting in further
development of the cyclone. However, they noted that latent heating was responsible for
only about 10% of the average strengthening of a cyclone, in comparison to low-level
baroclinicity, which accounted for 15%. Gyakum and Danielson (1998) found that during
the incipient stage of explosive cyclogenesis evaporation rates were statistically
significantly greater than the incipient stage of regular cyclogenesis to the 95 percentile
in a Student’s t-test, suggesting the importance of latent heat release. The hypothesized
importance of latent heat release by Tracton (1973), MacDonald and Reiter (1987), and
Gyakum and Danielson (1998) to drive bomb cyclogenesis was not supported by the
results of this research, in which upper-level variables were of most importance.
Pagnotti and Bosart (1984) and Uccellini et al. (1987) studied the dependency of
meteorological variables functioning together to drive bomb cyclogenesis. Pagnotti and
Bosart (1984) studied weak and strong synoptic forcing through the three variables of
8

latent heat release, thermal advection, and differential vorticity advection during
cyclogenesis. They found weak, shallow cyclogenesis was supported only by latent heat
release and warm air advection. Strong cyclogenesis was accompanied by a similar latent
heat release and warm air advection to the weak cyclogenesis, but strong differential
vorticity advection was the best distinguishing factor of strong cyclogenesis (Pagnotti and
Bosart 1984). Uccellini et al. (1987) completed a study on the development of a lowlevel jet streak and secondary cyclogenesis on the President's Day Storm of February
1979. Uccellini et al. (1987) found the development of an 850-hPa low-level jet streak
was a result of diabatic processes and jet streak circulations. Uccellini and Kocin (1987)
conducted further research on jet streak circulations along the East Coast, finding the
interaction between the confluent indirect and diffluent direct circulations resulted in
heavy snow along the East Coast. The findings of Uccellini et al. (1987) agreed with
Pagnotti and Bosart (1984) in the synergistic ideology that strong cyclones are a product
of several variables interacting with one another to produce rapid cyclogenesis; however,
the aforementioned studies do not agree on which variables are most important, providing
further reasoning for this study to be completed.
Review of Statistical Methods
As stated previously, three primary statistical methods were used in this study.
Initially, a PCA was used to identify leading patterns of variability, and those patterns
were grouped using a K-means cluster analysis. After subjective analysis of the resulting
composite fields, permutation testing was conducted to assess the statistical significance
of the differences between the bomb and ordinary cyclones.
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PCA is a method that has been widely utilized in previous research for
identification of variability within synoptic and hemispheric patterns, which is of interest
in this study. Long-term summertime and wintertime 500-hPa Northern Hemispheric
patterns were identified by Horel (1981) through the use of rotated principal components
to identify the predominate 500 hPa variability. Richman (1986) further illustrated the
utility of PCA by describing how obliquely rotated principal components can be used as a
mapping tool for synoptic data. Barnston and Livezey (1987) used a different approach
than Richman (1986) by rotating principal components orthogonally to determine
interannual variability for the Northern Hemisphere by 1-month mean 700-hPa heights.
Investigations of seasonal patterns by Horel (1981) and Barnston and Livezey (1987) was
continued by Green et al. (1993) to determine seasonal variations of wind, temperature,
and precipitation in southern California. Another seasonal pattern was examined through
principal component analysis by Bordoni and Stevens (2006) to determine synoptic-scale
forcing of low-level winds in the Gulf of California during monsoon season. A planetaryscale teleconnection study was conducted by Schubert et al. (2007) through the use of
principal component analysis to determine the relationship between ENSO and extreme
wintertime precipitation. The utility of principal component was continued to be shown
by Mercer (2012) when principal component analysis was used to identify synoptic
features of tornado outbreaks.
A K-means cluster analysis, unlike principal component analysis, clusters events
together based on the number of predefined centroids selected by the user. A
nonhierarchical K-means cluster analysis was used by Gong and Richman (1995) when
determining the most appropriate cluster analysis to group weekly precipitation data from
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1949 to 1987. It was found that a nonhierarchical cluster analysis was more accurate than
the hierarchical cluster analysis through a boxplot technique (Gong and Richman 1995).
A permutation test is a non-parametric statistical test of means. Efron and
Tibshirani (1993) describe a permutation test as a two-sample problem to determine if the
means of the two-samples are equal at a certain statistical level. This method was used
Livezey (1997) to determine the relationship between anomalous equatorial Pacific
Ocean sea surface temperatures and 700 hPa North America heights and U.S. surface
temperatures and precipitation. Mercer (2007) also used this technique to objectively
identify variables to be used in the principal component analysis.
Thesis Question and Hypothesis
The primary problem investigated is the differentiation of EC bomb and ordinary
cyclone dynamic and thermodynamic processes from 24 hours before the time of greatest
strength to the time of greatest strength at 12 hour intervals. It is expected that synoptic
variables, such as 300 hPa ageostrophic divergence, 500 hPa vorticity advection,
differential vorticity advection, 850 hPa warm air advection, and differential warm air
advection, and synoptic patterns, such as the trough/ridge pattern, associated with EC
bomb cyclogenesis will statistically significantly differ from ordinary EC cyclogenesis.
The procedure to objectively determine the quantitative differences between bomb and
ordinary cyclogenesis combines several different statistical methods, as described
previously and below. The results of this research may determine certain patterns and
variables that are important to bomb cyclones that are not seen in ordinary cyclones,
allowing forecasters to better predict bomb cyclogenesis.
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Section 2 provides a background into the data and methodologies employed in
this study. Section 3 describes expected results. Section 4 describes the results and
implications of the K-means cluster analysis. Section 5 provides conclusions on the
research.
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CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
Data
Data from the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Reanalysis Project (hereafter referred to as
NNRP) are used for differentiation between bomb and ordinary EC cyclogenesis. The
NNRP uses data from satellite, rawinsonde, and aircraft observations to produce reliable
reanalyzed data (Kalnay et al., 1996) through a 3DVAR data assimilation process
(Kalnay 2003). The assimilation process uses a global spectral model to parameterize
major physical processes, such as convection, precipitation, boundary layer physics, and
diffusion.
NNRP data are provided every six hours on a 2.5° latitude-longitude grid for the
entire globe at 17 vertical levels and a surface level. The 2.5° grid-point structure is a
coarse resolution dataset normally used for synoptic research, since synoptic processes
are driven by larger scale atmospheric motions. An advantage of NNRP is the long period
of record (1948-present). However, as with any assimilation procedure, error sources are
abundant, and Kalnay et al. (1996) provides a qualitative assessment of variables
accuracy based upon the influence of actual observations and the spectral model. The
sources of errors in the assimilation process are a product of the lack of quality
widespread data observations in the troposphere. In data-sparse regions, the assimilation
process must assume that behave in an appropriate manner relative to the data observed
13

outside of the region, resulting in lower quality data. A qualitative grade of an “A”
indicates the variable was strongly influenced by observational data and is the most
reliable. A “B” grade is indicative of influence by both observations and modeled output,
while a “C” indicates the variable is based solely on modeled output. A grade of “D”
indicates the variable is based entirely on climatology (Kalnay et al. 1996). A list of the
variables and grades associated with the variables that may be used are listed below
(Table 1).
Table 1

Base Meterological Variables

Variable
Upper Air or Surface
Grade
Geopotential Height
Upper Air
A
U Wind
Upper Air
A
V Wind
Upper Air
A
Temperature
Upper Air
A
Surface Temperature
Surface
B
Specific Humidity
Upper Air
B
Specific Humidity at 2 m
Surface
B
Mean Sea Level Pressure
Surface
A
2 meter Specific Humidity
Surface
B
Sensible Heat Flux
Surface
C
Latent Heat Flux
Surface
C
Temperature of Tropopause
Upper Air
A
U Wind at Tropopause
Upper Air
A
V Wind at Tropopause
Upper Air
A
Pressure at Tropopause
Upper Air
A
Notes: A list of upper-level and surface base meteorological variables that are used. The
variables grade is taken from Kalnay et al. (1996).
Variables
The NNRP data described previously are used to formulate variables that are
compared between the different cyclone types. Variables that are commonly used to
describe the dynamic and thermodynamic processes in the troposphere are used in this
14

study, including: absolute vorticity, divergence, ageostrophic divergence, temperature
advection, wind speed, moisture, and geopotential heights (Table 2). Previous research by
Sanders (1986, 1987), Lackmann et al. (1995), Sanders and Davis (1988), MacDonald
and Reiter (1987), Uccellini et al. (1987), and Uccellini and Kocin (1987) supports this
selection of the variables to differentiate EC bomb and ordinary cyclogenesis. The
following paragraphs briefly describe the Eulerian form of the Q-G vorticity, omega, and
height tendency equation as many of the variables selected are contained within the
equations. The variables described in the equations below are typically used during
synoptic analysis to provide an assessment of vertical motions in the troposphere, which
is of particular interest when considering cyclogenesis. A Eulerian perspective to the
equations and variables are used because the position of the cyclone determines the
location of the domain, not the flow around the cyclone.
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Table 2

Subjectively Analyzed Variables
Variable

Height

Citation

Geopotential Hieght

300, 500, 700, and
850 hPa

Lackman et al. (1996)

Wind Speed

300, 500, 700, and
850 hPa

Uccellini et al. (1987)

Specific Humidity

500, 700, 850, and
925 hPa

MacDonald and Reiter
(1987)

Specific Humidity

2m

MacDonald and Reiter
(1987)

Sensible and Latent Heat Flux

Surface

Tropopause Temperature, Pressure,
and Wind

Tropopause

Tracton (1973), MacDonald
and Reiter (1987), Nuss and
Anthes (1987), and Gyakum
and Danielson (1998)

Absolute Vorticity Advection

400, 500, and 600 hPa

Divergence

300 hPa

Ageostrophic Divergence

300 hPa

Uccellini and Kocin (1987)

Thermal Advection

700 and 850 hPa

Pagnotti and Bosart (1984)

MacDonald and Reiter
(1987) and Pagnotti and
Bosart (1984)
MacDonald and Reiter
(1987)

Notes: A list of variables used for the composite subjective testing, and the citation
associated with the variable.
The Q-G vorticity equation from Bluestein (1993) is

(2)
The three primary terms of this equation are the vorticity advection, the Beta effect, and
divergence. The vorticity advection term determines positive and negative vorticity
16

advection (Carlson 1998). The Beta effect term describes how the advection of relative
vorticity poleward is counteracted by Beta, the north/south gradient of Coriolis at a
longitude (Glickman 2000), to slow the progression of vorticity maxima (Carlson 1998).
The divergence term determines the amount of “spin up” or “spin down” of vorticity
(Carlson 1998). Beta effect was not computed because the analysis of the bomb and
ordinary cyclogenesis was completed to assess differences at one time frame without
determining future movement of variables. Beta effect would assess the future movement
of a trough for the following time steps. The vorticity advection and divergence terms are
used because they both directly related to vertical motion, which is of utmost importance
when analyzing cyclogenesis. The Q-G Omega equation from Bluestein (1993) is
2

fo ∂ 2
f ∂
)ω = − o [− g ⋅ ∇ p (ζ g + f )]
σ ∂p 2
σ ∂p
f ∂
R
R
2
2 1 dQ
− ∇ p (− g ⋅ ∇ pT ) − o
(Kζ g ) − ∇ p (
)
σp
σ ∂p
σp
C p dt
2

(∇ p +

(3)

The equation gives a diagnostic interpretation of omega, which is the tendency for
vertical velocity in hPa s-1. The first part of the right side of the equation describes that
omega is increasingly negative as positive vorticity advection (hereafter referred to as
PVA) increases with height. The second term describes that omega is increasingly
negative with an increase of low-level warm air advection (hereafter referred to as
WAA). The third part of the right side of the equation deals with differential friction, but
differential friction is assumed to be the same as the coastline is the same for both types
of cyclones, making differential friction unimportant. The final term is the diabatic
heating term, which describes that omega is increasingly negative when larger amounts
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of diabatic process occur, such as latent heat release. The diagnostic Q-G height tendency
equation from Bluestein (1993) is
 2 fo2 ∂2 
∇ p +
 χ = f o [−

σ ∂p 2 


g

⋅ ∇ p (ζ g + f )]−
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∂ R
 (−
σ ∂p  p
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g
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(4)

The diagnostic Q-G height tendency equation determines height rises and falls according
to vorticity advection and differential temperature advection. Height falls occur when
PVA and/or positive differential warm air advection are over a location. This is often seen
as a trough propagates from west to east, resulting in height falls as the base of the trough
traverses over a location. The first part of the right side of the equation describes vorticity
advection. The second part of the right side of the equation describes differential
temperature advection.
The variables described in the equations above are typically used during synoptic
analysis to highlight regions of vertical motions and height rises/falls. Regions of
synoptic ascent are very important to EC cyclogenesis as bomb and ordinary cyclone are
driven by vertical ascent. Regions highlighted with PVA, increasing vorticity advection
with height, 850-hPa WAA, and upper-level divergence are expected to support strong
vertical ascent or cyclogenesis. Also, the spatial distance and intensity between height
falls/rises are important to bomb and ordinary cyclogenesis to identify regions of strong
density differences.
Methods
Bomb Identification
Identification of EC track cyclogenesis during the cool season, October through
May, from 1955 to 2007 was completed with the visualization program GrADS (COLA
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2010) and the statistical program R (Bell Laboratories 2011). The identification of EC
storm tracks was completed by plotting mean sea level pressure in GrADS (COLA 2010).
A subjective EC track cyclone case list was found by identifying cyclones that developed
along the East Coast of the United States and tracked in a north or northeasterly direction
in GrADS. A storm tracking algorithm was then used to objectively determine the storm
center locations with time and improve the subjective case list.
EC cyclones were objectively tracked by searching for the greatest pressure
gradient in the domain of 20˚N to 47.5˚N latitude and 60˚W to 140˚W longitude (Fig. 5).
The pressure gradient was calculated through the equation from Bluestein (1992)

(5)
Cyclones were identified by searching for a pressure gradient associated with a midlatitude cyclone that is farthest south and east in the domain by searching from the top
left to the bottom right. The south and east portion of the domain was selected because
EC cyclogenesis originates over the eastern or southeastern United States (Mercer and
Richman 2007). The pressure gradient was calculated within the domain by a secondorder finite differencing scheme (Chapra and Canale 1998) given in the equation as
(3 f (xi ) − 4 f (xi −1) + f (xi − 2)) / 2h

(6)

The second-order finite differencing is a backwards scheme, using points south and west
of the region of interest to calculate the local pressure derivatives (Chapra and Canale
1998). Since this scheme requires two gridpoints south and west of the point of interest,
no pressure gradients were computed along the boundary. The domain (Fig. 5) was
predefined to ensure that no pressure gradients associated with EC cyclogenesis were
present along the boundary, which assured that all cyclones would be tracked.
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Once the local maximum pressure gradient gridpoint was found, pressure gradient
values must be larger than 0.005 hPa per km in all directions in order to be the starting
region, signifying a closed surface center of low pressure had developed. The pressure
gradient was to be equal to or larger than 0.005 hPa per km to ensure a significant
increase in pressure was evident around the low pressure. The lowest pressure within
800 km (500 miles) of this local maximum pressure gradient was identified as the starting
point, and subsequent timesteps (every 6 hours) forward search within 800 km of this
point for the next point in the storm’s track. A cyclone must be identified for at least five
continuous time steps, 30 hours, to be considered for bomb or ordinary cyclogenesis as
the 24 hour pressure change must be determined. This process allowed for the tracking of
the EC cyclones (Fig. 6).
Identifying EC bomb and ordinary cyclogenesis was completed by calculating the
number of Bergerons a cyclone has at each point on its track. A storm must deepen at
least one Bergeron to be considered a bomb cyclone. A cyclone that did not deepen at
least one Bergeron was considered an ordinary cyclone.
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Figure 5

Search Domain

Notes: The domain of 20°N to 47.5°N latitude and 60°W to 140°W (Cola 2010)
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Figure 6

Objective Tracking Flow Chart

Notes: A description of the progression of the objective storm tracking method
Statistical Methods
Upon completion of the EC cyclone cases and tracks, the statistical methods of
PCA, K-means cluster analysis, and permutation tests were completed. First, a PCA was
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used to determine the correct number of clusters for ordinary and bomb cyclones by
identifying the patterns of leading variability revealed within both types of cyclones to be
used in a K-means cluster analysis. A K-means cluster analysis was used to determine
events that grouped based upon the leading variability patterns derived from the PCA.
Base-state meteorological variables of events that were grouped were averaged to
produce composite maps of bomb and ordinary cyclones, which are subjectively
compared. The subjective differentiation provides means to objectively differentiate the
EC bomb and ordinary cyclones based on the subjectively selected meteorological
variables through a permutation test.
The PCA was used to project an original dataset onto a new coordinate system
according to greatest variability in the original data. The T-mode PCA is employed, as it
involves computing a correlation matrix on the event axis, thus providing relationships
between the cases, a fundamental goal of the current research (Richman 1986). The
equation for PCA from Richman (1986) is
Z = FAT

(7)

where Z is a matrix of standardized (mean is zero and the standard deviation is one)
original data, F is the PC scores matrix, A is the PC loadings representing the relationship
between variability modes. The PC scores matrix F is the standardized data that are
transformed by the loading matrix A (Richman 1986) onto orthogonal basis vectors based
on the inherent variability of Z. A large PC loading A will indicate that the score matrix
F and the standardized original data have a strong relationship.
The first step toward completing a PCA test was to standardize the original data.
This was completed by using the z score equation
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z=

x−µ

σ

(8)

where z is the standardized anomaly, x is the raw data to be standardized, μ is the mean
value of the data, and σ is the standard deviation (Wilks 2006). The standardized anomaly
was completed to ensure the data are on an equal level of comparison (Wilks 2006). This
inhibits large values, such as 500-hPa heights, from dominating other variables, such as
specific humidity, in the correlation matrix. The standardized anomalies were computed
for each variable at every vertical level to ensure an equal level of comparison. The
standardized data allowed for computation of a correlation matrix.
The next step was to create a correlation matrix from the standardized original
data. The correlation matrix (Wilks 2006) was computed from:
R=

ZT Z
(n − 1)

(9)

The main problem associated with computing a correlation matrix on a
latitudinal/longitudinal grid are that lines of longitude converge as latitude increase,
which would result in unrepresentative high correlation values in northern latitudes. A
Fibonacci grid (Swinbank and Purser 2006) was used to fix this issue, so all data were
interpolated into the Fibonacci grid system (Fig. 7). The interpolation technique used was
a one-pass Barnes analysis (Barnes 1964).
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Figure 7

Fibonacci Grid

Notes: Latitude and longitude grid (a) and Fibonacci grid (b). From Mercer et al. 2011.
Upon formulation of the correlation matrix, an eigenanalysis was conducted. The
relationship between the correlation matrix R and the eigenvalue/vector matrices is:

R = VDVT

(10)

The eigenanalysis produces an eigenvector matrix V and an eigenvalue matrix D.
The eigenanalysis make the eigenvectors orthogonal and point in the direction of greatest
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variability. The orthogonal nature of the eigenvectors allowed for the computation of the
PC loading matrix. The equation to compute the PC loading matrices is
1/ 2

A = VD

(11)

It is important to note most data are comprised of both signal and noise. In order
to keep the correct amount of physical signal and discard the correct amount of noise, a
scree and a congruence coefficient test was used (Wilks 2006). A scree plot of the
eigenvalues yield a first-guess of the number of PC loadings to retain based on the level
at which the eigenvalues level off. The congruence coefficient equation from Richman
(1985) is

η=

ΣXY
ΣX 2 ΣY 2

(

)

(12)

where X represents the vector of the correlation matrix that corresponds to the largest
absolute magnitude loading and Y is that loading vector. The congruence coefficient test
objectively truncates PC loadings when a magnitude of 0.81 or less is computed
(Richman and Lamb 1985). Once the PC loadings A are truncated, the loadings are used
to complete the K-means cluster analysis. Since the loadings represent the transformation
between PC scores F and the standardized matrix Z, the loadings show how the data are
grouped together, allowing for the patterns associated with each clusters of cyclones to be
revealed.
Scree tests of the first 20 eigenvalues for the bomb and ordinary cyclones were
created to give a first glance at the number of principal components (hereafter referred to
as PCs) to retain. The graph of the scree test for bomb cyclones (Fig. 8) displayed a
leveling off of the eigenvalues after the first three PCs. The leveling off of the
eigenvalues indicated that the variability within the PCs did not need to be retained and
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was not of significance. The graph of the ordinary cyclone scree test (Fig. 8) produced
comparable results of the bomb cyclone scree test; although, truncation was not as
straight forward as the bomb cyclone scree test. The ordinary cyclone scree test showed a
leveling off of the eigenvalues after the third, fourth, or fifth PC, depending on the
analysis of the scree test. Based on the scree test of the ordinary cyclone, the first five
principle components were retained for the objective congruence coefficient test.

Figure 8

Bomb and Ordinary Scree Tests

Notes: Bomb and Ordinary Cyclone scree plots used for subjective truncation of PCs.
The congruence coefficient test computed an objective truncation of principal
components after the scree test provided a first glance look at the number of PCs to retain
for the K-means cluster analysis. The congruence coefficient test was completed several
times with a different number of PCs retained to ensure the correct numbers of PCs were
retained. The result of the congruence coefficient test for the bomb cyclones determined
that the first three PCs were to be retained (Table 3). The congruence coefficient test for
ordinary cyclones also provided evidence for truncation of eigenvalues after the first
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or centroids are randomly determined fort henum berof
predefined clusters (Wilks 2006). Second, theE uclidean distance isf ound from the data
vector

three PCs (Table 3). The result of the congruence coefficient test supports the subjective
analysis of the scree test described above. The variance explained by the first three PC
loadings for the bomb cyclones (Table 4) was 0.27, while the variance explained by the
first three PC loadings of the ordinary cyclones (Table 4) was 0.29.
Table 3

Congruence Coefficient Test Results

Congruency Coefficient Values
Bomb Cyclone
-0.9086013
-0.9231328
0.8421638
Ordinary Cyclone
-0.9583314
-0.8902605
0.8231435
Notes: The results of the congruency coefficient test for bomb and ordinary cyclones. The
values over 0.81 indicate that the PC loading(s) should be retained.
Table 4

Variance Explained

Notes: Variance explained by the first three PC loadings, which were objectively retained
through the congruence coefficient test.
Once the PCA was complete, a K-means cluster analysis used the patterns
revealed by the principal component loadings to group the cyclones into separate events.
This allowed for the production of composite maps of bomb and ordinary EC cyclones to
allow for the different Q-G and synoptic variables described in section 2.2 to be
computed on the composite fields. A K-means cluster analysis is a nonhierarchical
clustering method, in which the number of clusters are predefined (Wilks 2006). The Kmeans cluster analysis determines the location of the clusters in three steps (Wilks 2006).
First, the vector means
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and

mean that is closest for a particular cluster (Wilks 2006). The process is reiterated until
the Euclidean distance between
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centered at a predefined location (in this case 100°W and 40°N), but the mean location
for each cluster was computed, which was used as the center of the composite cyclones,
to give some geographic relevancy to the map used below the composite cyclones. The
domain for the composite maps was expanded from the search domain (Fig. 5) to the
analysis domain, which extends 60° W and 20°E and 20°N and 20°S from the mean
location found for each cluster of cyclones, to include data north of the cyclogenetic
region.
After the composite maps were created, variables that have a subjectively
different appearance between EC bomb and ordinary cyclogenesis in the composites were
objectively compared using a permutation test. A permutation test compares the
difference of the mean of resampled data to the difference of means of two separate
distributions to determine if the means are the same (Efron and Tibshirani 1993). A
permutation test, a nonparametric test, does not assume the distribution of the data are
normal, while a t-test, a parametric test, does assume a normal distribution of the data.
Gridpoints of p-values from the permutation tests are obtained from the initial NNRP
data to determine regions where the means of the relevant parameters are statistically
significantly different (Fig. 9).
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Figure 9

Case Study of Differential Vorticity Advection

Notes: Case studies of EC bomb (top right) and ordinary (top left) cyclones to reveal
differences associated with differential vorticity advection 24 hours prior to greatest
strength of the cyclone (hour 24). Permutation test results of differential vorticity
advection at hour 24, depicting a statistically significant region associated with the
gradient shown in the case studies. The cyclone is located at 70°W 40°N on the
permutation test image.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Storm Tracking Results
The storm tracking procedure previously described identified 112 ordinary U.S.
EC cyclones and 102 bomb cyclones (see appendix A for a complete list). The cyclones
identified do not provide a comprehensive list of U.S. EC cyclones from 1955 to 2007. In
reality the actual number of U.S. EC cyclones from 1955 to 2007 was greater than 214.
Near 10% of cyclones identified were disregarded due to unusual westward tracks, which
made the tracking and calculation of the Bergeron value of the cyclone impossible for the
tracking routine. The percentage of bomb cyclones was higher than expected with nearly
48% of cyclones reaching bomb criteria, but the non-comprehensive nature of the dataset
did not cause a higher ratio of bomb cyclones. The cyclones that tended to have a
westward track were actually stronger than typical cyclones studied as analyzed in the
visualization program GrADS (COLA 2010).
A mean track of bomb and ordinary cyclones (Fig. 10) was created to confirm that
U.S. EC cyclones were selected and determine any subjective differences between the
tracks. The mean track was calculated from 24 hours before greatest Bergeron value
(hour 24) at six hour time intervals to the greatest Bergeron value obtained (hour 00) for
ordinary and bomb cyclones. The bomb mean track depicted a faster moving cyclone
than the ordinary mean track, traveling to the northeast and north-northeast along the
Eastern seaboard. The ordinary cyclone track painted a northeast moving cyclone with
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less forward speed than the bomb cyclone. The faster forward movement and northward
direction of movement of the bomb cyclone was possibly due to the negative tilt of the
trough associated with bomb cyclones (as seen in the future sections). A negative tilted
trough associated with the bomb cyclone would result in a northerly propagating cyclone
as the greatest forcing is directed to the north instead of east or northeast.

Figure 10

Mean Cyclone Track

Notes: The left figure displays the mean track of bomb cyclones and the right figure
displays the mean track of ordinary cyclones. The mean tracks were computed from the
214 total storms identified as U.S. EC cyclones from hour 24 until hour 00.
Principal Component Analysis Results
A PCA was completed on 112 ordinary cyclones and 102 bomb cyclones
identified through the storm searching technique to determine the variance structure
within the bomb and ordinary cyclones to be clustered in the K-means cluster analysis.
The PCA was completed at the time of highest obtained Bergeron value (hour 00) to
identify the PC loadings associated with the leading variance structures within the bomb
and ordinary cyclones. The results of the PCA indicated that U.S. EC bomb and ordinary
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cyclones had three different types of cyclogenic patterns based on the variability
associated with U.S. EC bomb and ordinary cyclones.
K-Means Cluster Analysis Composite Results
The statistical program R (Bell Laboratories 2011) was used to compute the Kmeans cluster analysis for EC bomb and ordinary cyclones. The results of the PCA
determined that there were three leading modes of variability within the bomb and
ordinary cyclones, which provided evidence for production of three clusters during the Kmeans cluster analysis. The K-means cluster analysis divided the 112 ordinary cyclones
into three clusters of 30, 38, and 44 cyclones and created three bomb cyclone clusters of
42, 32, and 28 cyclones (each event’s placement is provided in Appendix A). The mean
location of the bomb and ordinary composites can be seen in Fig. 11 and Fig. 38.
K-Means Correlation Matrix Results
A correlation matrix of the six clusters created (Table 5) was completed to ensure
that the composites did not describe similar patterns, which provides evidence that the
PCA did correctly identify different patterns of variability. The correlation matrix (Table
5) showed that the bomb cyclones were not highly correlated. The correlation between
the first and second bomb composite cyclones was 0.179048. This was a very weak
correlation and implied that the first and second bomb composites were not associated.
The correlation between the first and third bomb composites was -0.27816, which was
once again a weak correlation. The largest correlation value between the bomb composite
cyclones was -0.45799, which described that the bomb composites had a weak deviating
relationship. From the correlation values, it was not obvious whether the cyclones were a
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result of similar or unrelated processes and further investigation of the processes behind
the bomb cyclones was needed.
The ordinary composite cyclones had larger correlation values than the bomb
composite cyclones; although, none of the correlations values illustrate whether the
patterns associated ordinary cyclogenesis were related or unrelated. The correlation value
was 0.5346452 between the first and second ordinary composite cyclone, which
described a weak direct correlation between the composites. The correlation value was 0.5353648 between the second and third ordinary composite cyclone, which was the
largest correlation value found. The correlation value between the first and third ordinary
composite cyclones was -0.4966414, leading to a similar interpretation to that of the
bomb composite cyclones. The weak correlation values did not allow for a straight
forward interpretation of the association between the ordinary cyclones. It was not
appropriate to make any assumptions regarding patterns associated with ordinary
cyclones due to the weak correlation values.
Table 5

Composite Cyclone Correlation Matrix

Bomb 1
Bomb 2
Bomb 3 Ordinary 1 Ordinary 2 Ordinary 3
Bomb 1
1
Bomb 2
0.179048
1
Bomb 3
-0.27816
-0.45799
1
Ordinary 1 -0.07438
-0.7362
0.201324
1
Ordinary 2 -0.48846
-0.77341 0.229341 0.5346452
1
Ordinary 3 -0.08433 0.453415 -0.47976 -0.496641 -0.535364
1
Notes: The correlation matrix of bomb and ordinary composite cyclone clusters with the
right correlation values admitted to avoid redundancy. The values of 1 represent
correlations between the same cyclone and all other correlations are values between two
different composite cyclones.
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Composite Subjective and Objective Results Hour 24
The composites created from the clustering of the K-means cluster analysis were
analyzed at hour 24 and hour 00 in a top down, isobaric manner. Geopotential height and
wind magnitude were examined first to illuminate patterns associated with bomb and
ordinary cyclogenesis. Derived variables described previously follow from analysis of the
geopotential height and wind magnitude fields to reveal variables that differ between
bomb and ordinary cyclogenesis. The analyses of the composite maps were corroborated
with the permutation test of the variable and computed from the bomb and ordinary
constituent events at hour 24 to hour 00. Composite maps of low-level variables, such as
latent heat flux, sensible heat flux, surface temperature, and specific humidity at 925 and
850 hPa, were subjectively analyzed, but the patterns and magnitude of the variables
were very similar between bomb and ordinary cyclones. As such, no objective analysis
for these variables or other unmentioned variables was required.
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Figure 11

Hour 24 Mean Sea Level Pressure

Notes: Bomb and ordinary mean sea level pressure (MSLP) composites for hour 24.
MSLP is contoured in 100-Pa intervals.
There were several differences seen in the geopotential height of the composite
maps of the clusters at hour 24 (Fig. 12). The bomb cyclones had much lower
geopotential heights within with the 300-hPa troughs. The lower geopotential heights
indicated a stronger or deeper trough associated with the bomb cyclones. The
permutation test (Fig. 13) found the geopotential height values to the north, northeast, and
northwest of the cyclone were statistically significant to a 0.01 value. Also, the
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geopotential height gradient associated with the bomb cyclones showed a much tighter
gradient throughout the trough/ridge pattern at 300 hPa than the ordinary cyclones.
The tighter gradient discussed above allowed for higher wind speeds in the bomb
cyclone than in the ordinary cyclone. The bomb and ordinary cyclones both had a jet max
at the base of the trough; however, the bomb cyclones had a jet max that was stronger
than or as strong as the ordinary cyclone. The stronger jet maximum associated with the
bomb cyclone allowed for more mass divergence aloft in the left front and right rear
quadrants of the jet maximum, which allowed for greater development at the surface.
This divergence was illustrated in the analysis of the 300-hPa ageostrophic divergence
(Fig. 13), which was stronger in the bomb cyclones than in the ordinary cyclones. Both
permutation test results of 300-hPa wind speed and ageostrophic divergence agreed with
the findings of the composite maps. The permutation test of 300-hPa wind speed found
an area of highly statistically significant p-values (0.01) upstream and downstream of the
cyclone. This revealed that bomb cyclones have a stronger jet stream at 300 hPa upstream
and downstream of the trough than ordinary cyclones. The permutation test of 300-hPa
ageostrophic divergence computed statistically significant p-values (0.01) over the
cyclone and west of the cyclone, corresponding to the areas of divergence and
convergence. The results of the subjective objective analysis of 300-hPa ageostrophic
divergence supported that bomb cyclones require stronger divergence over the cyclone at
a consistent value. The analysis also supported a larger area of convergence at 300-hPa
west of the cyclone, which may be a function of the strong divergence over the cyclone.
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Figure 12

Hour 24 300-hPa Wind Speed

Notes: Geopotential height and wind speed magnitude composites 24 hours before
greatest Bergeron value for bomb and ordinary cluster’s one, two, and three. Cyclone
location is centered according to previously described procedure. Geopotential height is
in hPa, and wind speed magnitude is in m s-1. Isoheights (solid lines) are contoured in 100
geopotential meters (gpm) intervals. Isotachs (dotted lines) are contoured in 5 m s-1
intervals.
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Figure 13

Hour 24 300-hPa Wind Speed Permutation Test

Notes: Permutation test results for 300-hPa geopotential height (left) and 300-hPa wind
speed magnitude (right) 24 hours before greatest Bergeron value. The cyclone was
centered at 70°W 40°N for all permutation maps. Maps are shaded based on computed pvalues for cyclones. Color bar on bottom of figures shows the p-value with the
corresponding color shading. P-values that are less than 0.1 are considered statistically
significant.
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Figure 14

Hour 24 300-hPa Ageostrophic Divergence

Notes: Same as Fig. 11, but for 300-hPa ageostrophic divergence. 300-hPa ageostrophic
divergence is contoured in intervals of 3 x 10-6 s-1.
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Figure 15

Hour 24 300-hPa Ageostrophic Divergence Permutation Test

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for 300 hPa ageostrophic divergence.

Figure 16

Hour 24 300-hPa Wind Speed Case Study

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for 300-hPa wind speed.

Figure 17

Hour 24 300-hPa Ageostrophic Divergence Case Study

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for 300-hPa wind speed.
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The case studies of 300-hPa wind speed (Fig. 16) and ageostrophic divergence
(Fig. 17) confirmed the results of the composite maps. The bomb case study of 300-hPa
wind speed had a tighter isoheight gradient and stronger wind speed at the base of the
trough (60 m s-1), extending farther upstream of the trough. The subjective analysis of
the case studies of 300-hPa ageostrophic divergence revealed similar magnitudes of
divergence and convergence, but the bomb cyclone contained larger spatial regions of
divergence and convergence.
The composite maps of 500-hPa geopotential height and wind speed (Fig. 18)
showed similar results of the 300-hPa geopotential height and wind speed. The
geopotential height values associated with the bomb composites were lower throughout
the trough than the ordinary composites. The permutation test of 500-hPa geopotential
height (Fig. 19) results supported the composite map results, showing statistically
significantly p-values (0.01) in areas to the north, northeast, and northwest of the cyclone.
The trough of the bomb composites had a tighter gradient than the ordinary composites as
well, due to a greater amplified trough/ridge pattern. The troughs of the bomb composites
were associated with a positive tilted longwave trough pattern, while the ordinary
composites showed evidence of a positive tilted shortwave trough pattern, especially seen
in ordinary composites one and three. The longwave trough of the bomb composites often
are associated with larger amounts of absolute vorticity, supporting greater surface
deepening of a cyclone. The areal extent of stronger wind speeds upstream of the base of
the trough in the bomb composites was more extensive than seen in the ordinary clusters.
According to the composite maps, bomb cyclones did not necessarily have stronger wind
speeds, but the areal extent of the jet streak extended further upstream in the bomb
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cyclones than the ordinary cyclones. This idea was confirmed by the permutation test,
which found a highly statistically significant region northwest of the cyclone center.

Figure 18

Hour 24 500-hPa Wind Speed

Notes: Same as Fig. 11, but for 500-hPa geopotential height and wind speed. Isoheights
(solid lines) are contoured in 50 gpm intervals. Isotachs (dotted lines) are contoured in 3
m s-1 intervals.
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Figure 19

Hour 24 500-hPa Permutation Test

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for 500-hPa geopotential height (left) and wind speed (right).
The case studies of bomb and ordinary 500-hPa wind speed (Fig. 20) at hour 24
confirmed the analysis of the composites and permutation tests. The bomb cyclone case
study revealed a longwave dominated trough/ridge pattern, while the ordinary cyclone
displayed a shortwave dominated trough. The bomb cyclone had stronger wind speeds
(50 m s-1) at the base and upstream of the trough, which was not seen in the ordinary case
study.

Figure 20

Hour 24 500-hPa Wind Speed Case Study

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for 500-hPa wind speed.
The variables associated with the omega equation and the height tendency
equation (described in section 2.2) illustrated several statistically significant differences
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between bomb and ordinary cyclones. Absolute vorticity advection at 500 hPa was
computed for the composite bomb and ordinary cyclones (Fig. 21) to determine regions
of height falls as described by the height tendency equation. The most important
subjective difference in the 500-hPa absolute vorticity advection composites of bomb and
ordinary cyclone (Fig. 21) was the gradient between the negative advection of vorticity
(NVA) and positive vorticity advection (PVA) in the bomb composites. The permutation
test of 500-hPa absolute vorticity advection (Fig. 22) computed several regions of highly
significant p-values (0.01) associated with gradient between NVA and PVA. The sharp
changes in the gradient seen in the bomb composites between PVA and NVA will cause a
sharper height difference, which will ultimately result in greater mass divergence and
UVVs. Differential vorticity advection, the difference between absolute vorticity
advection at 400 hPa and 600 hPa, was computed to determine areas of upward vertical
motion according to the omega equation. The bomb and ordinary composite maps of
differential vorticity advection (Fig. 23) revealed that bomb cyclones have stronger
differential vorticity advection, a tighter gradient of differential vorticity advection, and a
superior concentration of positive differential vorticity advection (PDVA) than ordinary
cyclones. The permutation test results of differential vorticity advection (Fig. 22) had a
larger highly statistically significant region of p-values (0.01) to the west of the cyclone,
which was associated with gradient between the NVA and PVA, which could be the
limiting factor driving an ordinary cyclone into a bomb cyclone. Height falls and rises
are dependent on differential temperature advection, which is the difference between
thermal advections at 700 hPa and 850 hPa. The bomb composites had greater or equal
magnitudes of positive and negative differential temperature advection than the ordinary
composites (Fig. 24), which should create greater amplification of the trough/ridge
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pattern. The permutation test results of differential temperature advection (Fig. 25)
computed two small regions of highly statistically significant p-values (0.01) to the
southwest and southeast, associated with gradient of differential temperature advection.
The composite maps and permutation test of differential temperature advection continued
to establish the fact that bomb cyclones had a greater amplified trough/ridge pattern,
which allowed for stronger upper-level dynamics. The omega equation also describes that
warm air advection (WAA) at 850 hPa is associated with upward vertical motion. The
bomb composites of 850-hPa temperature advection (Fig. 26) showed that bomb cyclones
overall have greater amounts of positive and negative temperature advection than
ordinary cyclones. The permutation test of 850-hPa temperature advection (Fig. 25)
confirmed this affirmation by computing a large region of highly statistically significant
p-values (0.01) associated with cold air advection (CAA) and WAA in the cyclones.
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Figure 21

Hour 24 500-hPa Absolute Vorticity Advection

Notes: 500-hPa absolute vorticity advection for bomb and ordinary composites. Contour
intervals are in 3 x 10-10 s-2.
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Figure 22

Hour 24 Permutation Test

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for 500-hPa absolute vorticity advection (left) and
differential vorticity advection (right).
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Figure 23

Hour 24 Differential Vorticity Advection

Notes: Same as Fig. 11, but for differential vorticity advection. Differential vorticity
advection is contoured in intervals of 3 x 10-10 s-2.
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Figure 24

Hour 24 Differential Temperature Advection

Notes: Same as Fig. 11, but for differential temperature advection from 850 hPa to 700
hPa. Temperature advection is contoured at 1 x 10-5 s-1.
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Figure 25

Hour 24 Permutation Test

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for differential temperature advection (left) and 850-hPa
temperature advection (right).
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Figure 26

Hour 24 850-hPa Temperature Advection

Notes: Same as Fig. 11, but for 850-hPa temperature advection. Temperature advection is
contoured in 5 x 10-6 s-1.
The case studies in Fig. 27-30 are used to identify similarities or differences
between actual events and the composite maps for the variables described in the height
tendency equation and omega equation. Overall, the bomb cases contained magnitudes
equal to or greater than that of the ordinary cyclone, and displayed a larger spatial extent
of the variables. This provides subjective evidence that the composites maps have a
realistic pattern that was seen with actual case studies. It appears that the largest
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difference seen within the case studies was the strength and concentrated gradient of
differential vorticity advection in the bomb case, which was seen in the composite maps.

Figure 27

Hour 24 500-hPa Absolute Vorticity Advection Case Study

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for 500-hPa absolute vorticity advection.

Figure 28

Hour 24 Differential Vorticity Advection Case Study

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for differential vorticity advection.
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Figure 29

Hour 24 Differential Temperature Advection Case Study

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for differential temperature advection.

Figure 30

Hour 24 850-hPa Temperature Advection Case Study

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for 850 hPa temperature advection.
The subjective and objective analysis of 700-hPa geopotential height and wind
speed (Fig. 31) in the bomb and ordinary cyclones found results consistent with the 300hPa geopotential height and wind speed findings. The 700-hPa geopotential height values
were lower in the first two bomb composites than the ordinary composites, but the third
bomb cluster was similar to the second ordinary cluster. The bomb composites had lower
heights to the north, northeast, northwest of the cyclone, and this was substantiated by the
permutation test of 700-hPa geopotential heights (Fig. 32). The bomb composites
revealed a tighter gradient within the trough and a sharper shortwave trough moving
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through a longwave trough. The shortwave trough was evident in all of the bomb and
ordinary composites, which was not the case in the 500-hPa composite maps. The tighter
gradient within the trough allowed for stronger winds in the bomb cyclones at 700 hPa,
which extended farther northwest than the ordinary cyclones. This subjective analysis
was confirmed by the permutation test of 700-hPa wind speeds, which computed a region
of highly statistically significant p-values (0.01) around the cyclone, but further the
northwest than was seen in the 300-hPa wind speed permutation test.
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Figure 31

Hour 24 700-hPa Wind Speed

Notes: Same as Fig. 11, but for 700-hPa geopotential height and wind speed. Isoheights
(solid lines) are contoured in 50 gpm intervals. Isotachs (dotted lines) are contoured in 2
m s-1 intervals.
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Figure 32

Hour 24 Permutation Test

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for 700-hPa geopotential height (left) and wind speed (right).
The case studies of 700-hPa wind speed and geopotential height are shown in Fig.
33. The isoheights of the bomb case study were lower at the base of the trough and more
tightly packed than the ordinary cyclone. The wind speeds at the base of the trough were
similar in both of the bomb and ordinary cases, but the bomb case had winds extending
farther upstream than the ordinary cyclone.

Figure 33

Hour 24 700-hPa Wind Speed Case Study

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for 700 hPa wind speed.
The 850-hPa geopotential heights and wind speeds for the bomb and ordinary
composites (Fig. 34) continued to reveal similar findings of 300-hPa, 500-hPa, and 700hPa geopotential heights and wind speeds; however, the 850-hPa trough/ridge pattern
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showed some deviation from the overall pattern. Lower isoheights associated with bomb
cyclones were seen throughout the cyclogenic trough, however; the 850-hPa isoheights
revealed two patterns not previously seen at higher levels. The ordinary cluster one and
three developed closed lows at 850 hPa, which was not seen in the bomb composites.
Bomb cluster one and two developed closed 850-hPa ridge to the west of the cyclone and
bomb cluster three showed higher isoheights under the ridge to the west of the cyclone.
The amplified pattern seen in the bomb cyclones was backed statistically by the
permutation test of the 850-hPa geopotential heights. The permutation test of 850-hPa
geopotential heights (Fig. 35) displayed a highly statistically significant (0.01) region to
the north of the cyclone and to the west of the cyclone, coordinating to the ridge in the
west and trough northwest of the cyclone. The wind speed of the bomb composites
extended further northwestward or upstream due to the greater amplification of the
trough/ridge pattern in the bomb composites than in the ordinary composites. The
permutation test of 850-hPa wind speeds (Fig. 35) confirmed this ideology by a highly
statistically significant (0.01) area northwest of the cyclone.
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Figure 34

Hour 24 850-hPa Wind Speed

Notes: Same as Fig. 11, but for 850-hPa geopotential height and wind speed. Isoheights
(solid lines) are contoured in 30 gpm intervals. Isotachs (dotted lines) are contoured in 2
m s-1 intervals.
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Figure 35

Hour 24 Permutation Tests

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for 850-hPa geopotential height (left) and wind speed (right).
The case studies of 850-hPa wind speed and geopotential height (Fig. 36) had
similar features shown in the composite maps. The bomb case study had an amplified
ridge to the west of the 850-hPa low, which was not shown in the ordinary case study.
The ordinary case had an intense cutoff low with winds around the low stronger than the
bomb cyclone, however; the winds did not extend northwestward due to the absence of
an amplified ridge over the western U.S.

Figure 36

Hour 24 850-hPa Wind Speed Case Study

Notes: Same as Fig. 12, but for 850-hPa wind speed.
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Composite Subjective and Objective Results Hour 00
Base meteorology variables and derived meteorology variables used during the
hour 24 analysis are used for the hour 00 analysis. The variables are once again used to
determine statistically significant differences between bomb and ordinary cyclones. The
mean location used for the composites are shown by the MSLP of the bomb and ordinary
composites (Fig. 37).

Figure 37

Hour 00 MSLP

Notes: Bomb and ordinary cyclone MSLP for hour 00. MSLP is contoured at 100-Pa
intervals.
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The bomb composites of 300-hPa geopotential height and wind speed (Fig. 38)
showed some significant differences between ordinary composites. The bomb composite
trough/ridge pattern had a sharper gradient throughout. The bomb composite cyclogenic
trough was more amplified and negatively tilted than the ordinary composites. The
sharper gradient within the bomb composite 300-hPa trough resulted in stronger wind
speeds in the bomb composites, allowing for greater mass evacuation, which can be seen
in the composite maps of the 300-hPa ageostrophic divergence (Fig. 40). The permutation
test of geopotential height (Fig. 41) computed an expansive region of highly statistically
significant p-values (0.01) throughout the entire domain. The permutation test of 300-hPa
wind speed (Fig. 39) computed a curved region of statistically significant p-values (0.01),
aligning with stronger wind speeds in the bomb cyclones. The 300-hPa ageostrophic
wind circulations (Fig. 40) associated with the winds at 300 hPa were found to be
statistically significant with p-values at 0.01 associated with greater magnitude of
divergence and subsidence in the bomb cyclones than in the ordinary cyclones.
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Figure 38

Hour 00 300-hPa Wind Speed

Notes: 300-hPa geopotential and wind speed for hour 00. Isoheights (solid lines) are
contoured at 100 gpm intervals. Isotachs (dotted lines) are contoured in 5 m s-1 intervals.
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Figure 39

Hour 00 Permutation Tests

Notes: Permutation test results for 300-hPa geopotential height (left) and 300-hPa wind
speed magnitude (right) at greatest Bergeron value (hour 00). The cyclone was centered
at 70°W 40°N for all permutation maps. Maps are shaded based on computed p-values
for cyclones. Color bar on bottom of figures shows the p-value with the corresponding
color shading. P-values that are less than 0.1 are considered statistically significant.
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Figure 40

Hour 00 300-hPa Ageostrophic Divergence

Notes: Same as Fig. 38, but for 300-hPa ageostrophic divergence. 300-hPa ageostrophic
divergence is contoured in 3 x 10-6 s-1 intervals.
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Figure 41

Hour 00 Permutation Test

Notes: Same as Fig. 39, but for 300-hPa aeogeostrophic divergence.
The two cases selected at random for 300-hPa geopotential height, wind speed,
and ageostrophic divergence for bomb and ordinary cyclogenesis differentiation at hour
00 are shown in Fig. 42 and Fig. 43. The bomb cyclone showed a greater amplified
trough with much lower isoheights than the ordinary cyclone, which has been seen in all
of the bomb and ordinary composites. The wind speeds associated with the bomb cyclone
peaked at 80 m/s (180 mph), while the ordinary cyclone only had peak wind speeds of 60
m/s (135 mph). The bomb and ordinary case studies of ageostrophic divergence at hour
00 (Fig. 33) displayed similar results to the composite maps and permutation test of 300
hPa ageostrophic divergence at hour 00. The bomb cyclone contained stronger 300 hPa
ageostrophic divergence than the ordinary cyclone. The bomb cyclone maximum 300 hPa
ageostrophic divergence was 5 x 10-5 s-1, while the ordinary cyclone maximum values
was only 3 x 10-5 s-1. The magnitude of the subsidence in the bomb and ordinary
cyclones was equal, but the bomb cyclone subsidence extended over a larger distance.
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Figure 42

Hour 00 300-hPa Wind Speed Case Study

Notes: 300-hPa geopotential height (left) and wind speed (right) for actual case of bomb
and ordinary cyclogenesis. Isoheights (solid lines) are contoured at 100 gpm intervals.
Isotachs (dotted lines) are contoured at 10 m s-1 intervals.

Figure 43

Hour 00 300-hPa Ageostrophic Divergence Case Study

Notes: Bomb and ordinary cyclone case studies of 300-hPa ageostrophic divergence. 300hPa ageostrophic divergence is contour at 1 x 10-5 s-1 intervals.
The bomb composites of 500-hPa geopotential height and wind speed revealed
similar patterns to hour 24. The bomb composites of 500-hPa geopotential height (Fig.
44) displayed highly amplified negatively tilted trough with a very sharp isoheight
gradient, while the ordinary did not show this. The permutation test of 500-hPa
geopotential height (Fig. 45) computed a large region of statistically significant p-values
(0.01) almost throughout the entire domain due to the gradient of isoheights and
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amplification of the trough/ridge pattern. The wind speed of the bomb composites (Fig.
44) was greater than the ordinary composite, which was corroborated in the permutation
of 500-hPa wind speed (Fig 45). The stronger wind speeds and greater amplified
trough/ridge pattern in the bomb composites and coordinating statistically significant
regions on the permutation test give evidence that bomb cyclones need stronger upperlevel dynamics to acquire bomb criteria.
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Figure 44

Hour 00 500-hPa Wind Speed

Notes: Same as Fig. 38, but for 500-hPa geopotential height and wind speeds. Isoheight
(solid lines) are contoured in 50 gpm intervals. Isotachs (dotted lines) are contoured in 3
m s-1 intervals.
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Figure 45

Hour 00 Permutation Tests

Notes: Same as Fig. 39, but for 500-hPa geopotential height and wind speed.
Case studies of bomb and ordinary cyclone maps of 500-hPa geopotential height
and wind speed at hour 00 are shown in Fig. 46 to corroborate the results of the
composite maps and permutation test. The isoheights associated with the bomb cyclone
were lower at the lowest 500-hPa closed isoheight (5100 gpm) than the lowest 500-hPa
closed isoheight of the ordinary cyclone (5350 gpm). The peak wind speeds at the base of
the trough of the bomb cyclone were at least 60 m/s (135 mph), while the ordinary
cyclone had wind speeds at the base of the trough of 35 m/s (80 mph). The lower heights,
tighter gradient, and stronger wind speeds of the bomb cyclone validate the ideology that
bomb cyclones need stronger dynamics than ordinary cyclones.
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Figure 46

Hour 00 500-hPa Wind Speed Case Study

Notes: Same as Fig. 42, but for 500-hPa geopotential height and wind speed. Isoheights
(solid lines) are contoured in 50 gpm intervals. Isotachs (dotted lines) are contoured in 5
m s-1 intervals.
The subjective and objective analysis of the variables associated with the height
tendency equation and omega equation at hour 00 are discussed to illuminate the areas of
height rises/falls and UVV’s. The gradient of 500-hPa absolute vorticity advection (Fig.
47) was greater in the bomb composites, which coordinates to stronger height rises/falls
next to each other, leading to steeper vertical density gradient in the bomb cyclones. The
permutation test of 500-hPa absolute vorticity advection (Fig. 50) computed areas of
highly statistically significant p-values (0.01) associated with the areas of 500-hPa
vorticity advection gradient, implying that bomb cyclones need a steeper height gradient
than ordinary cyclones. The bomb composites of differential vorticity advection (Fig. 48)
displayed stronger and more concentrated areas of positive and negative differential
vorticity advection, which would drive a stronger cyclone. The permutation test of
differential vorticity advection (Fig. 51) computed statistically significant p-values (0.01)
just south of the cyclone, which was associated with the gradient between the stronger
vorticity and weaker vorticity. The composite maps of differential temperature advection
(Fig. 49) had a greater magnitude and tighter gradient of differential temperature
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advection in the bomb cyclones than in the ordinary cyclones. This idea was depicted in
the permutation test of differential temperature advection (Fig. 52), which computed
statistically significant p-values associated with the gradient of height rises/falls. The
bomb composites of 850 hPa temperature advection (Fig. 50) displayed stronger regions
of WAA and CAA than seen in the ordinary composites. The permutation test of 850 hPa
temperature advection (Fig. 52) computed a region of highly statistically significant pvalues (0.01) in the warm and cold sectors of the cyclone associated with the 850 hPa
WAA and CAA. The combination of the results of the bomb composite maps and
permutation test of 850 hPa temperature advection imply that bomb cyclones are
associated with stronger temperature advections that encompass a larger area than
ordinary cyclones.
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Figure 47

Hour 00 500-hPa Absolute Vorticity Advection

Notes: Same as Fig. 38, but for absolute 500-hPa vorticity advection. Vorticity is
contoured at 3 x 10-10 s-2.
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Figure 48

Hour 00 Differential Vorticity Advection

Notes: Same as Fig. 38, but for differential vorticity advection. Differential vorticity
advection is contoured at 3 x 10-10 s-2.
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Figure 49

Hour 00 Differential Temperature Advection

Notes: Same as Fig. 38, but for differential temperature advection. Differential
temperature advection is contoured at 1 x 10-5 s-1.
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Figure 50

Hour 00 850-hPa Temperature Advection

Notes: Same as Fig. 38, but for 850-hPa temperature advection. 850-hPa temperature
advection is contoured at 5 x 10-5 s-1.
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Figure 51

Hour 00 Permutation Tests

Notes: Same as Fig. 39, but for 500-hPa absolute vorticity advection (left) and
differential vorticity advection (right).

Figure 52

Hour 00 Permutation Tests

Notes: Same as Fig. 39, but for 850-hPa temperature advection (left) and differential
temperature advection (right).
The differences seen in composite maps of 500-hPa absolute vorticity advection,
differential vorticity advection, differential temperature advection, and 850-hPa
temperature advection at hour 00 are also seen in the randomly selected bomb and
ordinary cases (Fig. 53-56). The gradient of 500-hPa absolute vorticity advection and
differential vorticity advection (Fig. 53) in the bomb cyclone was much greater than the
ordinary cyclone. The greater change in the gradient of 500-hPa absolute vorticity
advection in the bomb cyclone allowed for greater height falls and rises in a limited
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spatial area. The bomb cyclone case study of differential vorticity advection (Fig. 54)
displayed stronger PDVA and NDVA in close proximity to each other, something
discussed in the composite analysis. The case studies of differential temperature
advection had stronger differential temperature advections with the bomb cyclone and a
tighter gradient of differential temperature advections, which described stronger height
falls and rises (Fig. 55). The case studies of 850-hPa temperature advection (Fig. 56) had
stronger WAA and CAA with the bomb cyclone, which was illustrated in the composite
maps. These case studies depict that bomb cyclones need stronger UVV’s and stronger
height falls/rises than ordinary cyclones.

Figure 53

Hour 00 500-hPa Absolute Vorticity Advection Case Study

Notes: Bomb and ordinary cyclone 500-hPa absolute vorticity advection contoured at 1 x
10-10 s-1.
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Figure 54

Hour 00 Differential Vorticity Advection Case Study

Notes: Bomb and ordinary cyclone case studies of differential vorticity advection.
Differential vorticity advection is contoured in 3 x 10-10 s-2.

Figure 55

Hour 00 Differential Temperature Advection Case Study

Notes: Bomb and ordinary cyclone differential temperature advection. Differential
temperature advection is contoured at 1 x 10-5 s-1.
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Figure 56

Hour 00 850-hPa Temperature Advection Case Study

Notes: Bomb and ordinary cyclone case studies for 850-hPa temperature advection. 850hPa temperature advection is contoured in intervals of 5 x 10-5 s-1.
The bomb and ordinary composites of 700-hPa geopotential height and wind
speed (Fig. 57) show different patterns associated with each cyclone. The bomb
composites display a stronger isoheight gradient through the trough/ridge pattern. This
idea was confirmed by the permutation test of 700-hPa geopotential height (Fig. 58)
where a large region of highly statistically significant p-values (0.01) was associated with
the cyclogenic trough/ridge pattern. The 700-hPa wind speed in the bomb composites
were also stronger than the ordinary cyclones. The permutation test of 700-hPa wind
speeds (Fig. 58) painted a large region of statistically significant p-vales (0.01) associated
with the base of the trough. These results agree with the analysis of the 300- and 500-hPa
geopotential height and wind speeds.
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Figure 57

Hour 00 700-hPa Wind Speed

Notes: Same as Fig. 48, but for 700-hPa geopotential height and wind speed. Isoheights
(solid lines) are contoured at 50 gpm intervals. Isotachs are contoured at 2 m s-1 intervals.
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Figure 58

Hour 00 Permutation Tests

Notes: Same as Fig. 51, but for 700-hPa geopotential height (left) and wind speed (right).
The case study of 700-hPa geopotential height and wind speed (Fig. 59) of one
random bomb and ordinary cyclone at hour 00 showed similar results of the composite
maps. The bomb cyclone was associated with a sharper isoheight gradient and lower
isoheights than the ordinary cyclone. The lowest isoheight in the trough of the bomb
cyclone was 2750 gpm, while the lowest isoheight in the ordinary cyclone was 2900 gpm.
The peak wind speed associated with the trough of the bomb cyclone was at least 35 m/s
(80 mph), and the peak wind speed in the ordinary cyclone was at least 30 m/s (70 mph).

Figure 59

Hour 00 700-hPa Wind Speed Case Study

Notes: Same as Fig. 50, but for 700-hPa geopotential height and wind speed. Isoheights
(solid lines) are contoured in 50 gpm intervals. Isotachs (dotted lines) are contoured in 5
m s-1 intervals.
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The bomb composites of 850-hPa geopotential height and wind speed (Fig. 60)
revealed similar results to hour 24 results. The bomb composites had a more amplified
trough/ridge pattern and a tighter gradient of isoheights within the trough/ridge pattern
than the ordinary composites. The permutation test of 850-hPa geopotential heights (Fig.
60) computed a highly statistically significant region of p-values (0.01) associated with
the trough of the cyclone. The highly statistically significant region of p-values (0.01)
computed at hour 24 associated with the ridge was not computed at hour 00. This inferred
that the amplification of 850-hPa trough at hour 00 was more important than the
amplification of the 850-hPa ridge, and thus the wind magnitude of the bomb composites
was stronger than the ordinary composites. The permutation test of 850-hPa wind speed
(Fig. 61) confirmed this analysis through a highly statistically significant region of pvalues south and southwest of the cyclone position on the permutation test. The
statistically significant region makes sense due to the tighter gradient within the
cyclogenic trough of the bomb composites.
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Figure 60

Hour 00 850-hPa Wind Speed

Notes: Same as Fig. 48, but for 850-hPa geopotential heights and wind speed. Isoheights
(solid lines) are contoured in 30 gpm intervals. Isotachs (dotted lines) are contoured in 2
m s-1 intervals.
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Figure 61

Hour 00 Permutation Tests

Notes: Same as Fig. 49, but for 850-hPa geopotential height (left) and wind speed (right).
The case study of an actual bomb and ordinary event at hour 00 (Fig. 62) of 850hPa wind speed and geopotential height displayed similar results of the composite maps.
The bomb cyclone had a deeper trough than the ordinary cyclone. The lowest isoheight
within the bomb and ordinary cyclone trough were equal at 1290 gpm, but the bomb
cyclone was 10° equatorward of the ordinary cyclone. The southern displacement of the
bomb cyclone allowed for a tighter isoheight gradient around the entire 850-hPa cyclone.
The ordinary cyclone actually had stronger peak wind speeds at the base of the trough
than the bomb cyclone; however, the permutation test of 850-hPa wind speeds (Fig. 61)
computed statistically significant p-values south of the cyclone center where the bomb
cyclone sustained stronger wind speeds than the ordinary cyclone.
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Figure 62

Hour 00 850-hPa Wind Speed Case Study

Notes: Same as Fig. 50, but for 850-hPa geopotential height and wind speed. Isoheights
(solid lines) are contoured at 30 gpm intervals. Isotachs (dotted lines) are contoured at 5
m s-1 intervals.
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CHAPTER IV
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL RELATIONSHIPS OF COMPOSITES TO INDIVIDUAL
EVENTS
Summary of K-Means Cluster Analysis for Hour 24 and Hour 00
The subjective and objective analysis of bomb and ordinary cyclones 24 hours
before greatest obtained Bergeron value provided some important results. It was found
that bomb cyclones were associated with statistically significantly lower geopotential
heights throughout the cyclogenic trough at 300, 500, 700, and 850 hPa, which allowed
for a more dynamic cyclone. The analysis of the 850-hPa geopotential heights revealed
that an impending bomb cyclone had an 850-hPa ridge develop to the west of the
cyclogenic trough, which was a product of the greater amplified trough/ridge pattern of
the bomb cyclones. The greater amplified trough/ridge pattern of the bomb cyclones
caused a superior northwestward extent of the jet stream at 300 and 500 hPa, a mid-level
jet at 700 hPa, and a low-level jet at 850 hPa, which resulted in better advection and
vertical motions.
The derived variables of the omega equation, vorticity equation and height
tendency equation were all stronger in the bomb composites. The variables showed that
the greatest differences between the bomb and ordinary composites were differential 500hPa vorticity advection, differential 850-hPa temperature advection, 300-hPa
ageostrophic divergence, and 500-hPa vorticity advection. The statistically significant
regions of differential vorticity advection, differential temperature advection, and 50088

hPa vorticity advection were along the areas of steepest gradient in the variables. A
steeper gradient of change of differential vorticity advection and 500-hPa vorticity
advection results in greater vertical motions, a feature commonly associated with bomb
cyclogenesis. The bomb cyclones were associated with the steeper gradients as bombs
had greater vertical motions. The bomb composites had a very sharp gradient between
height falls and rises due to differential temperature advection and 500-hPa vorticity
advection. The stark difference in the height rises and falls causes stronger density
differences, which ultimately results in greater mass evacuation. The 300-hPa
ageostrophic divergence over the cyclone in the bomb composites was at a constant
value, while the ordinary composite values varied and were much less. According to the
hour 24 results, when forecasting for the strength of a U.S. EC cyclone the previous
patterns and variables should be closely monitored for amplification and strength.
The subjective analysis of composite maps and objective analysis of permutation
test at hour 00 for the derived and base meteorological variables described similar
differences between ordinary and bomb cyclones at hour 24. The bomb cyclone
amplification and gradient of isoheights within the trough/ridge pattern at 300, 500, and
700 hPa was found to be statistically significantly different than the ordinary cyclone.
The amplification and gradient of isoheights of the 850-hPa trough of the bomb cyclone
was also found to be statistically significant, but the ridge at 850 hPa was not found to be
significant, in contrast to hour 24. The jet stream at 300 and 500 hPa, a mid-level jet at
700 hPa, and a low-level jet at 850 hPa in the bomb cyclones was found to be statistically
significantly greater than the ordinary cyclones, which allowed for greater mass
exhaustion and upper-level divergence in the bomb cyclones.
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The derived variables used for the omega, vorticity, and height tendency
equations were found to be statistically significantly different between cyclone types,
although not to the spatial extent of the jet stream and geopotential height at hour 00. The
gradient of change in 500-hPa vorticity advection and differential vorticity advection was
found to be sharper in the bomb cyclones than in the ordinary cyclones. The intensity and
coverage of 850-hPa WAA and CAA in the bomb cyclone was greater in the bomb
cyclone than in the ordinary cyclone. The intensity of height falls and rises over a small
spatial area was found to be greater in the bomb cyclone than in the ordinary cyclone
from the gradient and intensity of 500-hPa absolute vorticity advection and differential
temperature advection. Lastly, the 300-hPa ageostrophic divergence was greater in the
bomb cyclone than in the ordinary cyclone.
K-Means Cluster Analysis Seasonality Implications
Seasonality graphs (Fig. 63) for each cluster were made to determine the impact
of time of year on bomb and ordinary cyclones. Bomb cyclones were seen most often
during the winter months with 72 of 102 bomb cyclones occurring during the winter
months, while only 22 of 102 bomb cyclones were seen during the fall, producing a
positively skewed graph. The highest frequencies of bomb cyclones were focused during
the winter months, which were seen in the first two bomb cyclone seasonality graph with
59 of 76 bomb cyclones occurring during the winter months. The third bomb cluster
seasonality graph had a proportionate number of cyclones throughout the entire time
period with 13 of 28 bomb cyclones occurring during the winter months. After the winter
and fall months the bomb seasonality graphs showed a precipitous drop of bomb cyclones
with only 8 of 102 bomb cyclones occurring during the spring months. The patterns and
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variables showed in the third bomb cluster should be used to forecast for bomb cyclones
throughout the entire year, while the first and second bomb clusters should be used for
the fall and winter. The higher distribution of bomb cyclones during the fall and winter
could be a product of certain variables that were not produced during the spring months,
but are produced during the fall and winter months.
The ordinary cluster seasonality graphs (Fig. 63) displayed a normal distribution
of ordinary cyclones throughout the fall, winter, and spring months. The ordinary
seasonality graphs displayed a peak in activity during the late winter and early spring
months, which was especially seen in the second and third graphs. The ordinary cluster
seasonality graphs displayed 24 cyclones during the fall, 57 cyclones during the winter,
and 33 cyclones during the spring. The ordinary cluster graphs had the greatest number of
cyclones during the winter months, which was expected, but had a larger number of
cyclones during the spring months than during the fall months, something that was not
seen in the bomb cluster seasonality graphs. The ordinary clusters did not show the stark
drop off of cyclones during the spring. The reasoning behind the lack of bomb and
ordinary cyclones during certain time periods may give an indication to the difference
behind bomb and ordinary cyclones.
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Figure 63

Cyclone Seasonality

Notes: Bomb and ordinary U.S. EC seasonality graphs for data from 1955 to 2007. Time
is normalized from zero (beginning of fall) to 1200 (end of spring). Each season (fall,
winter, and spring) contains 400 time stamps. Bomb and ordinary cyclones are titled as
such on each graph.
The seasonality graphs of bomb and ordinary clusters lead to an examination
graphs containing the strength and time of year of bomb and ordinary cyclones in each
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cluster (Fig. 64). The distribution of the strength of bomb cyclones throughout the
clusters appeared to be random. The majority of bomb cyclones are near the 1.0
Bergerons with only very few cyclones above 2.0 Bergerons. The first and second
clusters had the greatest number of cyclones at 2.0 Bergerons or higher. As described
earlier the first two clusters had high concentrations of cyclones during the winter
months, inferring that the variables and patterns associated with the patterns from the first
two bomb clusters are more likely to produce strong bomb cyclones. The third bomb
cluster contained fewer strong bomb cyclones, which was most likely associated with the
time of year the storms were produced. The dynamics associated with the third bomb
cluster could be similar to the dynamics of the ordinary cyclones due to the similar
distribution of cyclones throughout the year and the weaker nature of the third bomb
cluster compared to the first two bomb clusters. The correlation values for the third bomb
cluster were a positive, albeit very weak, direct correlation to the first two ordinary
clusters.
The ordinary cluster strength, seasonality graphs showed a random distribution of
cyclones throughout the time period. There was no clustering of storms of particular
strength for any one cluster. The random distribution of strength throughout the time
period suggested that ordinary cyclones were insensitive to the time of year. The graphs
constructed for the ordinary cyclones did not give much evidence for certain aspects of
the cyclone to be focused upon when completing the composite analysis.
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Figure 64

Cyclone Strength Seasonality

Notes: Bomb and ordinary strength seasonality graphs constructed with Bergeron value
used for strength differentiation. Time was normalized as in Fig. 9. Bomb and ordinary
clusters labeled as shown on the graphs.
The correlation matrix and seasonality graphs were constructed to give a first
glance look at possible differences between the bomb and ordinary clusters for the
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composite analysis. The correlation matrix did not provide much evidence for direct or
inverse association between the cyclones. However, the seasonality graphs did provided
some indication that the first and second bomb clusters may be driven by greater
amplified patterns and stronger variables than the ordinary cyclones. The seasonality of
the third bomb cyclone provided some evidence that the patterns and variables associated
with the third bomb cluster may be similar to the ordinary cyclones. This affirmation was
also corroborated by the inverse correlation between the third bomb cluster and the first
two bomb clusters. The correlation value makes sense considering the seasonality graphs.
The third cluster had a more evenly distribution of cyclones throughout the fall, winter,
and spring, while the first two clusters had a concentration of cyclones during the winter.
The patterns and/or variables associated with the third bomb cluster may be more closely
associated with the ordinary cyclones than the bomb cyclones due to the similar
seasonality.
Considering the analysis of the composite maps of the bomb and ordinary
cyclones and the seasonality implications has indicated that bomb cyclones are driven by
different synoptic patterns than ordinary cyclones, it is fruitful to determine the
association between the composite maps and the actual cyclones. To assess this
association, correlation values were computed. Correlation values were computed
between each composite, the averaged variables of the cyclones within each cluster, and
the standard anomaly values for the cyclones (Table 6). The largest correlation value
found in the bomb composites was 0.45 from the third composite. This is interesting
considering that the third bomb composite synoptic analysis and seasonality implications
were most similar to the ordinary composites of the bomb composites. The largest
correlation value found in the ordinary composites was 0.50 from the first bomb
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composite. The correlation value of the first ordinary composite was also interesting
considering that the first ordinary composite was the weakest in the synoptic analysis of
the ordinary cyclones. When applying the synoptic analysis and seasonality implications,
these correlation values should be taken into consideration.
Table 6

Cyclone Correlation Matrix

Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
0.2131095
0.3921067
0.4525257
Bomb Cyclones
0.4206079
0.1938799
Ordinary Cyclones 0.5077324
Notes: Correlation values between the bomb and ordinary composites and the anomaly
values of the associated bomb and ordinary cyclones.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions
This research has found that the dynamics associated with the omega, vorticity,
and height tendency equation are statistically significantly greater in bomb cyclones than
in ordinary cyclones. The diabatic impacts, as described in the omega equation, do not
appear to be as significant as the upper-level dynamics associated with bomb cyclones. It
appears that the low-level environment along the EC during the winter supports bomb
cyclogenesis; however, the upper-level dynamics, which drive the cyclone, only come
together during certain time periods, limiting the number of bomb cyclones. It was found
that the variables associated with diabatic effects did not vary significantly between the
bomb and ordinary cyclones during the subjective analysis of the composite maps. The
variables of surface temperature, latent heat, sensible heat, and low-level specific
humidity did not show enough subjective difference for an objective test to be completed.
The differentiation of bomb and ordinary cyclogenesis provided several keys
differences that can be used to forecast for U.S. EC cyclones. The differences between
the third bomb cluster of cyclones, which showed a weak correlation and similar
seasonality to the ordinary cyclones, and the ordinary cyclones appeared to be more
useful for determining the reasons limiting a strong ordinary cyclone from becoming a
weak bomb cyclone. The main differences between the third bomb cluster of cyclones
and the ordinary cyclones appeared to be the amplification of the trough/ridge pattern, the
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northwestern extent of the jet streak through a thick layer of the atmosphere, the gradient
of omega, the gradient of height falls and rises, and the magnitude of 300-hPa
ageostrophic divergence. The values of geopotential heights between the third bomb
composite and the second ordinary composite were fairly similar from hour 24 to hour
00, but the patterns and variables listed above were quite different. The seasonality of the
first and second bomb composites showed more strong bomb cyclones (greater than 2
Bergerons) than the third bomb composites (Fig. 64). The first and second bomb clusters
had stronger dynamics and lower geopotential height values associated with the trough,
implying that the variables used in the research and magnitude of the variables are most
important.
The limitation of the course dataset (2.5° grid spacing) may have allowed for
diabatic impacts to go unnoticed during the analysis. It is proposed that future research
investigate the diabatic impacts using a dataset with a better resolution. This may provide
evidence for the implementation of an objective test for diabatic impacts. The results of
this study found that there are several statistically significantly different variables
between EC bomb and ordinary cyclogenesis; however, the determination of the most
significant variable was not determined. Future research could determine the most
significant variable between EC bomb and ordinary cyclogenesis. This study included an
extensive number of cyclones along the U.S. EC; however, the domain was limited to the
highest latitude of the U.S. It would be fruitful for a future study to include the cyclones
that obtained the greatest Bergeron value after the highest latitude of the U.S. EC. This
would possibly determine the any difference between cyclones that obtain the greatest
intensity within the limits of the U.S. EC and those that obtain the greatest intensity after
the limits of the U.S. EC. The seasonality graphs of bomb cyclones showed a higher
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number bomb cyclones occurring during the winter and fall months, but not during the
late spring. Future research could investigate the reason for the lack of bomb cyclones
during the late spring. To validate the findings of the composites maps, future research
could initialize WRF to determine WRF’s ability to replicate a bomb and an ordinary
cyclone based on the composite maps. This work would truly determine the validity of
the composite maps.
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APPENDIX A
BOMB AND ORDINARY CYCLONE LIST
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Table 7

Bomb Cyclone Cases

Bomb Cyclone Cluster 1
Date
Lon
Lat
580216 -72.5
37.5
580315 -70
40
580320 -70
40
591207 -75
42.5
600219 -75
40
600304 -67.5
40
620307 -70
37.5
631130 -72.5
45
640219 -72.5
40
660127 -70
37.5
660213 -80
40
661225 -70
42.5
691212 -75
47.5
691227 -70
40
701212 -72.5
40
710209 -75
42.5
710214 -75
42.5
710304 -72.5
40
720220 -72.5
42.5
740217 -67.5
40
761021 -70
47.5
801026 -72.5
45
811216 -72.5
42.5
870123 -72.5
42.5
960410 -67.5
45
980224 -70
40
990226 -65
42.5
990316 -65
45
131
-70
45
10206
-67.5
42.5
10224
-57.5
42.5

Bomb Cyclone Cluster 2
Date
Lon
Lat
550207 -65
45
590219 -65
45
590313 -67.5
45
600120 -62.5
45
601217 -67.5
45
611225 -65
42.5
611229 -70
45
630220 -65
42.5
631107 -77.5
35
640217 -60
42.5
650201 -60
40
660130 -72.5
42.5
681205 -67.5
47.5
690305 -52.5
42.5
701227 -62.5
42.5
730130 -62.5
47.5
760317 -62.5
47.5
801119 -57.5
45
831207 -70
47.5
931222 -70
47.5
121
-65
40
11227
-60
42.5
21226
-65
42.5
30118
-55
45
30124
-57.5
40
30208
-55
45
30211
-55
45
50117
-60
45
50225
-62.5
40
60212
-67.5
40
61205
-60
42.5
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Bomb Cyclone Cluster 3
Date
Lon
Lat
551120 -62.5
42.5
571205 -65
40
601212 -67.5
40
621110 -80
40
630128 -65
47.5
650225 -77.5
40
661020 -67.5
45
680208 -67.5
35
681112 -75
37.5
710407 -72.5
37.5
731217 -72.5
37.5
740528 -60
42.5
780114 -75
37.5
790121 -80
37.5
801230 -62.5
42.5
850212 -80
37.5
870126 -70
37.5
930313 -77.5
37.5
951115 -75
40
980128 -70
37.5
125
-75
35
10126
-60
37.5
10418
-65
42.5
40311
-70
37.5
41227
-65
40
50110
-77.5
40
51122
-70
42.5
70416
-72.5
40

Table 7 (continued
10306
-67.5
40
70215
-67.5
45
10403
-57.5
42.5
20107
-70
42.5
20121
-52.5
42.5
20208
-55
42.5
20402
-62.5
47.5
30108
-60
42.5
30202
-65
42.5
31216
-65
45
40219
-62.5
42.5
60205
-80
45
Notes: A list of bomb EC cyclones that were used in the study from 1955 to 2007. The
cyclones are divided into the clusters determined by the K-means cluster analysis. The
first column displays the date in an yymmdd format. The second column displays the
longitude of the cyclones, and the third displays the latitude of the cyclone.
Table 8

Ordinary Cyclone Cases

Ordinary Cyclone Cluster 1
Date
Lon
Lat
551015 -77.5
40
580507 -77.5
37.5
590423 -67.5
35
600903 -72.5
42.5
671229 -72.5
40
740322 -62.5
47.5
760410 -65
37.5
781225 -72.5
42.5
830321 -77.5
40
831116 -75
42.5
851104 -77.5
37.5
890225 -70
37.5
910304 -82.5
35
930207 -85
30

Ordinary Cyclone Cluster 2
Date
Lon
Lat
570321 -62.5
42.5
570409 -62.5
42.5
580115 -72.5
40
580412 -65
42.5
600214 -72.5
42.5
600226 -80
42.5
610402 -70
42.5
621223 -65
42.5
630108 -70
35
641021 -67.5
47.5
641126 -77.5
40
660226 -65
42.5
661103 -80
45
680323 -75
42.5
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Ordinary Cyclone Cluster 3
Date
Lon
Lat
560110 -70
37.5
570219 -82.5
35
570301 -70
37.5
581103 -62.5
42.5
631031 -65
45
640206 -80
40
641120 -75
47.5
651124 -57.5
47.5
670127 -82.5
40
670526 -70
40
681215 -70
42.5
750416 -67.5
35
761010 -70
47.5
780120 -72.5
37.5

Table 8 (continued)
941223
950606
970424
971108
980213
990502
211
426
1205
1229
20225
30412
30525
40216
40227
50506

-72.5
-82.5
-75
-72.5
-87.5
-75
-67.5
-70
-55
-70
-62.5
-72.5
-67.5
-75
-72.5
-72.5

35
32.5
35
37.5
30
32.5
32.5
37.5
35
30
32.5
37.5
42.5
32.5
32.5
35

681110
700314
720316
721121
730427
750320
790130
790226
830424
840604
890503
951220
960403
312
318
329
430
10331
21212
21215
30219
30331
60326
61227

-70
-57.5
-65
-62.5
-77.5
-75
-60
-82.5
-77.5
-55
-70
-67.5
-62.5
-70
-60
-75
-57.5
-67.5
-65
-67.5
-45
-62.5
-60
-57.5

Notes: Same as Table 7, but for ordinary cyclones.
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40
45
42.5
47.5
40
37.5
42.5
37.5
37.5
42.5
45
40
47.5
42.5
45
45
45
42.5
42.5
42.5
42.5
47.5
40
45

780428
830302
830317
840224
890401
900404
920104
920207
931101
941101
961319
980321
990220
990311
990329
991103
991202
10124
10322
20104
20314
30301
30504
31207
40403
40414
50131
50228
50328
70317

-67.5
-67.5
-85
-70
-72.5
-70
-72.5
-75
-72.5
-77.5
-80
-77.5
-70
-65
-65
-77.5
-62.5
-70
-70
-70
-70
-57.5
-55
-65
-67.5
-77.5
-70
-72.5
-80
-72.5

37.5
40
30
40
42.5
40
37.5
32.5
42.5
42.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
42.5
47.5
42.5
35
40
35
40
37.5
47.5
42.5
37.5
40
35
35
37.5
40

APPENDIX B
PCA CODE FROM STATISTICAL PROGRAM R
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PCA Code

t.bomb.eventmx<-t(bevent.mx)
t.ordinary.eventmx<-t(nevent.mx)
t.bomb.anomaly<-scale(t.bomb.eventmx)
t.ordinary.anomaly<-scale(t.ordinary.eventmx)
bomb.anomaly<-t(t.bomb.anomaly)
ordinary.anomaly<-t(t.ordinary.anomaly)
cor.bomb<-cor(bomb.anomaly)
cor.ordinary<-cor(ordinary.anomaly)
eigen.bomb<-eigen(cor.bomb)
eigen.ordinary<-eigen(cor.ordinary)
#Scree Test on first 10##
plot(eigen.bomb$values[1:20])
plot(eigen.ordinary$values[1:20])
# Keep selected loading matrices. ##
load.bomb<-eigen.bomb$vectors[,1:3]%*%sqrt(diag(eigen.bomb$values[1:3]))
load.ordinary<-eigen.ordinary$vectors[,1:3]%*%sqrt(diag(eigen.ordinary$values[1:3]))
# Rotate the loading matrix##
rot.bomb <- varimax(load.bomb)$loadings
rot.ordinary <- varimax(load.ordinary)$loadings
## congruency coefficient test##
congruence(cor.bomb,rot.bomb)
congruence(cor.ordinary,rot.ordinary)
load.bomb<-eigen.bomb$vectors[,1:3]%*%sqrt(diag(eigen.bomb$values[1:3]))
load.ordinary<-eigen.ordinary$vectors[,1:3]%*%sqrt(diag(eigen.ordinary$values[1:3]))
# rotate the loading matrix again #
rot.bomb <- varimax(load.bomb)$loadings
rot.ordinary <- varimax(load.ordinary)$loadings
# score matrix#
score.bomb<-bomb.anomaly%*%rot.bomb%*%solve(t(rot.bomb)%*%rot.bomb)
score.ordinary<ordinary.anomaly%*%rot.ordinary%*%solve(t(rot.ordinary)%*%rot.ordinary)
# variance explained ##
var.explainbomb1<-eigen.bomb$values[1]/sum(eigen.bomb$values)
var.explainbomb2<-eigen.bomb$values[2]/sum(eigen.bomb$values)
var.explainbomb3<-eigen.bomb$values[3]/sum(eigen.bomb$values)
var.explainbomb4<-eigen.bomb$values[4]/sum(eigen.bomb$values)
var.explainbomb5<-eigen.bomb$values[5]/sum(eigen.bomb$values)
var.explainordinary1<-eigen.ordinary$values[1]/sum(eigen.ordinary$values)
var.explainordinary2<-eigen.ordinary$values[2]/sum(eigen.ordinary$values)
var.explainordinary3<-eigen.ordinary$values[3]/sum(eigen.ordinary$values)
# variance explained by each rotated pc#
(apply(rot.bomb^2,2,sum)/102)->var.explainbomb
(apply(rot.ordinary^2,2,sum)/114)->var.explainordinary
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#mean of rows/cases #
mean.bomb<- apply(bevent.mx,1,mean)
mean.ordinary<- apply(nevent.mx,1,mean)
sd.bomb<- apply(bevent.mx,1,sd)
sd.ordinary<- apply(nevent.mx,1,sd)
final.correct.b<- (score.bomb*sd.bomb)+ mean.bombfinal.correct.n<(score.ordinary*sd.ordinary)+ mean.ordinary
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APPENDIX C
K-MEANS CLUSTER ANALYSIS CODE FROM STATISTICAL PROGRAM R
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K-Means Cluster Analysis Code

#cluster analysis#
set.seed(10)
clust.obj<-kmeans(dist(rot.bomb),3)
clust.obj.n<-kmeans(dist(rot.ordinary),3)
clust.obj.n$clust
matrix(clust.obj$clust)->cluster.obj
for(counter in cluster.obj){
if(counter>0)
sum(counter)
}
}
ifelse(cluster.obj==1,1,0)-> cluster.obj1
sum(cluster.obj1)
ifelse(cluster.obj==2,1,0)-> cluster.obj2
sum(cluster.obj2)
ifelse(cluster.obj==3,1,0)-> cluster.obj3
sum(cluster.obj3)
clust1.cases<-0
clust2.cases<-0
clust3.cases<-0
clusts<-clust.obj$clust
for(i in 1:102){
if(clusts[i] == 1){
clust1.cases<-c(clust1.cases,i)}
if(clusts[i] == 2){
clust2.cases<-c(clust2.cases,i)}
if(clusts[i] == 3){
clust3.cases<- c(clust3.cases,i)}
}
clust1.cases<-clust1.cases[-1]
clust2.cases<-clust2.cases[-1]
clust3.cases<-clust3.cases[-1]
clust1.mat<-bevent.mx[,clust1.cases]
clust2.mat<-bevent.mx[,clust2.cases]
clust3.mat<-bevent.mx[,clust3.cases]
apply(clust1.mat,1,mean)-> bclust1.mean
apply(clust2.mat,1,mean)-> bclust2.mean
apply(clust3.mat,1,mean)-> bclust3.mean
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